Apostle Islands Lodge Based
Kayaking Adventure

Kayak and explore Lake
Superior's Apostle Islands
National Lakeshore and
the Bayfield Peninsula
from the cozy comfort of
a cottage. You'll enjoy
many day tripping
options including
shipwrecks seen from the
seat of your kayak and
magnificent sea caves
stretching on to the
horizon. Spend your
evenings back at the
cottage complete with the
comforts of hot showers,
comfortable beds and great food. See all the wonders this place has to offer; from
sandstone cliffs to quaint organic farms, this Apostle Islands adventure will not
disappoint!
DATES: June - September
• 5 nights/six days in Bayfield, WI - Apostle Is.
• 3 Trip Leaders
• Meals snacks as indicated below
• Stay at a comfortable cottages
• Sea kayaks, paddles, and PFDs
• $TBA /person based on 8-10 participants
Tentative Itinerary, which may change
depending on weather conditions and the
group's interests. Dates are subject to availability of reservations at the lodge and
group travel interests.
PRE DAY: Travel to Duluth and spend the night with the group at your hotel to be
arranged by Adventure Associates of WA, Inc. Hotel fee on your own.

DAY 1: Grab breakfast in the hotel before your guides pick you up at 7:30 AM. Drive to
our Little Sand Bay Base Camp. We will get to know Lake Superior with a tip test, and
head to the lodge to unpack. Enjoy dinner at the lodge.
DAY 2: Morning paddle at the Buffalo Bay shipwrecks, and the first glimpse into the true
might of Lake Superior as you see wrecks of big ships from the seat of your kayak. Picnic
lunch at Buffalo Bay harbor. Head out to explore the picturesque Blue Vista farm, and
choose some fresh produce, cheeses or fruits to accompany dinner. Return to the lodge
for a fresh dinner and relax in comfort. In the event of heavy winds on the lake, a backup
plan for today might include paddling in Bark Bay Slough & hiking Lost Creek.
DAY 3: Mawikwe Bay Sea Caves paddle - a wonderful opportunity to traverse some of
the most beautiful sea caves along the National Lakeshore. In the afternoon, you'll have
time on your own to explore the Bayfield area. Meet at Maggie's in Bayfield for a fun and
festive dinner before retiring to the lodge. In the event of heavy winds on the lake, a
backup plan for today might include hiking at Mawikwe Bay and lunch at Meyers Beach.
DAY 4: After a group breakfast at the lodge, today will be a free day to explore Bayfield
and/or the surrounding area. Fees for today's activities and lunch are the responsibility of
each participant. Regroup in the evening for a Grand Tour evening cruise out among the
islands and enjoy a picnic style dinner
onboard as the sunsets.
DAY 5: Depart from Little Sand Bay and
paddle out to Sand Island for a full day
adventure. Stretch your legs on a hike to the
lighthouse, explore the Swallow Point
caves, and relax on the beautiful beach of
Justice Bay.
DAY 6 : Enjoy breakfast and one last
adventure on your way back to the Duluth.
The WI van will deliver you to the Duluth International Airport. Please schedule your
flights for 5 PM or later. Day 7 – August 3: You may fly out this day.

DEPOSIT AND FINAL PAYMENT:
A 25% nonrefundable deposit is due along with a signed application to reserve the
trip, and the balance is due 8 weeks before the start of the trip. The balance
payment is also nonrefundable.
TERRAIN/ROUTE CHOICES: Much of the time is spent along the beaches and
shoreline of the islands, exploring the shipwrecks and the sea caves. The islands are
made up of red sandstone, covered with a mixed forest of birch, pine, oak, and
maple. Except for a few cliffs, the terrain is gentle and rolling. We have several
routes to choose from, each revealing a different dimension of this archipelago.
Wind and weather largely determine the route, and storms may delay paddling.
TYPE OF TRAVEL/DISTANCE: You will travel in 21-foot Grand San Juan sea kayaks,
which hold 2 or 3 people plus all necessary gear. No previous experience is needed
to complete this trip, and it's great for beginning kayakers. An average day's travel
consists of 3-6 paddling hours, depending on weather conditions. We always need to
be prepared for the possibility of a wind bound day. We will provide other activities
if weather prevents paddling. Travel distances vary
from 4-10 miles each day. To protect the
environment, WI uses Leave No Trace camping and
travel techniques.
WEATHER: Temperatures in the summer months
range from 45 F to 85 F. Rainfall can vary, but you
should expect at least one day of rain. Weather in
the area is strongly influenced by Lake Superior and
can change suddenly.
ACCOMMODATIONS: You will enjoy your stay at one of several wonderful cottages
to the north of Bayfield, WI. There are showers, kitchens/dining areas, and
comfortable beds. We are tentatively planning for your group to stay in three
lodging units at the Winfield Inn Brickyard Cottages. We welcome requests for
special diets and vegetarian meals.
EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING: If you are new to outdoor activities, you need not
spend a lot of money on gear. All necessary kayaking equipment such as paddles,
wetsuits, and PFD’s. A detailed equipment list will be sent to you upon confirmation
of your participation.
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